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Abstract. In Brazil, the national Bar exams for legal professionals are called the
OAB exams, which indicate aptitude for practice of the law. The logic iALC is an
intuitionistic description logic which was created to deal with the world of laws.
In this article we convey some experiments on the use of logical deductions as
a kind of intermediate data structure to help in the task of explaining “juridicial
sentences” on the basis legal systems in “Civil Law” states. The deductions are
concretely developed in the iALC description logic for representing legal systems
and reasoning inside them. We then discuss what can be extrapolated from that
which was found and propose next steps.
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1. Introduction
The OAB (Ordem dos Advogados do Brasil, the Order of Attorneys of Brazil) Exam can
be considered an excellent choice for analyzing the performance of a system with the
goal to reason in the legal world. Similarly to the US Bar Exam, it evaluates whether the
candidates have the aptitude to practice the law.
In order to reason on legal texts and on the questions of the exam, apart from the
more obvious necessity for natural language processing (NLP), one also needs a way to
express deduction. From this rises the need for the usage of logic.
Representing law in logic has a history. There have been many approaches at formalizing the concept of law and legal statements, the most known being Deontic Logic,
in which laws are propositions. One major problem with Deontic Logic is how it deals
with Contrary-to-Duty paradoxes, as explained in [4]. It also faces Jørgensen’s dilemma
(stated in [7]), since norms are imperative statements.2 Hansen et al. (in [5]) present and
explain some problems with it.
In this article, we propose the usage of a Description Logic, iALC, based on the
canonical ALC, whose characteristics will be explained in Section 3, for playing the
deductive component of Law formalization.
1 The

authors gratefully acknowledge financial support from CAPES.
dilemma deals with arguments on imperative statements, and one of its results is that, if one allows
the statements to have validity, one cannot treat them as mere propositions.
2 The
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In Section 2 we will explain in further detail the structure of the OAB Exam, and
how we adapt its questions in order to make the deductions. We explain more about iALC
(Section 3), focusing on its practical usage. Finally, in section 4, we reach the main goal
of this article, which is to show how the questions in the exam and the Brazilian laws are
formalized in iALC.

2. The OAB Exam
The OAB Exam evaluates the aptitude of the candidates to practice law in Brazil, having
been unified through all national territory since 2010.3 It occurs three times per year, and
is divided in two parts: multiple choice questions, and free-text questions (which will be
ignored for the sake of this research due to its higher complexity and scope when one
considers a NLP perspective).
Due to being renowned nationally and requiring candidates to make deductions according to their interpretation of the law, the OAB Exam forms a very interesting benchmark for the testing of a logic that deals with the world of laws. Another characteristic
in its favor is the fact that there is public access to previous exams, and for which we
already know the correct answers. We have, now, hundreds of questions in our disposal.
This allows us to have always a goal in mind when utilizing iALC on the Exam.
But, even though it has a large base of usable questions from previous exams for our
peruse, there is still a lot of data curatorship problems in both how the questions and the
Brazilian laws themselves are formatted. Delfino et al. (in [2]) show ways to deal with
these problems, as well as where is stored the database in which they are being dealt
with.

3. iALC
Description Logics (DL) were already proposed for semantic analysis of natural language
utterances in [1]. In [2] we have used the DL iALC [4] as the basis of a solver/reasoner
to the questions in the exam. The iALC is based on the canonical ALC, and was by
conception made to deal with law systems. In iALC, valid legal statements (VLS) are
not propositions, but individuals in a legal ontology, i. e. one law cannot be true or false,
it just either exists or not in a concept. The propositions we consider are some of the
concepts of the ontology (i. e. concepts of the form a : C or C v D, for a nominal and
C, D concepts), which represent the legal systems that can hold different kinds of laws.
Also, VLSs have a precedence relationship, derived by the hierarchy of individual laws
of Kelsenian jurisprudence, the basis for iALC.
Thus, one can make a concept Attorney to hold for every VLS representing an attorney, for instance. Then, the (legal) individuals for which this concept is valid will be
interpreted semantically as the worlds in which Attorney holds. These individuals must
not be viewed directly as real, physical attorneys, though.
In practice, legal individuals can be viewed as specific combinations of laws that end
up representing an artificially created legal being. For instance, we can suppose that John
Doe has passed the OAB Exam, and now is an attorney. So, there is a legal document
3 More
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which says exactly that, and we can represent this as ja : Attorney ( ja representing our
artificial abstraction over the fact that John Doe is a lawyer). But, as a Brazilian citizen,
he has a birth certificate as well. Supposing we have a concept representing every legal
statement valid for Brazilians, say, BrCitizen, we can also conclude that we can have jb :
BrCitizen ( jb being a different legal statement, representing the fact that he is Brazilian).
Now the precedence rules for legal individuals of iALC start to appear explicitly. Since,
according to [4], from the intuitionistic aspect of the logic, a Kripke model in it is a
Heyting algebra, every pair of worlds has a finite meet (say, jc ), related by precedence of
laws to the others, in which are valid both the concepts Attorney and BrCitizen. In other
words, given ja and jb , there is always a world jc such that jc  ja and jc  jb .
ja |= Attorney

jb |= BrCitizen




jc |= Attorney, BrCitizen

Note that there is no world (legal individual) that represents fully the physical individual John Doe, since all that we deal with are laws and legal statements. From this,
we can conclude that, conceptually, we never deal with people nor objects from the real
world, only with legal statements over them. This is an extremely vital point, especially
when dealing with the OAB Exam, whose questions tend to always contextualize with
(real) individuals, and our first instinct is to deal directly with the individuals met in
those questions instead of abstractions over them. This will be better explained with the
examples of Section 4.
iALC was tailored specifically to avoid contrary-to-duty (CTD) paradoxes, which
happen all the time when dealing with Deontic Logic (instead of Description Logic)
since it views laws as propositions. These paradoxes are avoided by utilizing an intuitionistic approach to the logic, instead of a traditional (classical) one. Intuitionistic logic
is constructive by nature [6]. When, for instance, a formula A is said to be true, it means
that there is a proof of A, i.e. A can be shown, constructed. From that, the semantics of
the negation (¬) change from those of classical logic. Intuitionistically, ¬A being true
can be understood as there being no way to construct a proof of A (or that, by assuming A to be true, one is led to a contradiction). With this, we have (among others) that
¬¬A being true does not imply in A being true, which is a valid implication in classical
logic. In fact, intuitionistic logic is weaker than classical logic (see [6]), but it allows
for non-conflicting existence of otherwise thought-to-be contradictory logical formulas
in Description Logic, particularly.
This paracomplete4 aspect of the negation in intuitionistic logic allows iALC to deal
with different legal systems that, despite being related, have different sets of valid logical
formulas. To say, for instance, that a VLS i is in a concept ¬A (notated by i : ¬A) actually
means that there cannot be legal support from i for any other VLS in A (i. e. the VLS i
does not support any other VLS j superseding it such that A is valid in j), and not that i is
in some kind of complementary legal system of A. This, combined with the precedence
of laws, allows iALC to more faithfully interpret the subjunction between different legal
concepts (A v B).
4 A logic is said to be paracomplete if it does not accept the law of the excluded middle (i. e. A ∨ ¬A) as a
tautology. This law is equivalent to the already mentioned ¬¬A → A. Please note that the usage of law in this
footnote differs from that of the rest of the article.
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4. Utilizing iALC
The first example shows a way of formalizing and reasoning in order to answer the
question itself. It showcases a couple of different ways of viewing the alternatives to the
question at hand, serving as an introduction to the reader to the inner workings of iALC
in practice.
In the second example we show another way of formalizing the usage of iALC, making more explicit the legal individualization of the question itself via Kripke semantics
like the John Doe example in Section 3. Its formalization is to be viewed as an evolution
of the previous example, as a means of showing the improvements that have been made
an can be done, at least when considering finding a more procedural and general way of
formalization.
In both the examples we aim to show just the logical modeling and reasoning of the
problem, so the previous parts of processing the question, finding the law(s) which is
(are) related, marking the correct option, and selecting the related common knowledge
(as a TBox) are assumed. In general, our goal is to construct deduction trees (it cannot be
a proof since we still have assumptions) in the Prawitz [8] style for the correct answers
and counter-models for the wrong ones, but depending on the question, both approaches
are possible for correct and incorrect answers.
After these examples, we will revisit one example already shown in [2] in order to
compare it with our second example, to show how the same legal article can be utilized
in different ways, depending on what is needed of the question at hand.
4.1. First Example: Brands
In this example we make use of a natural deduction system for iALC [3], based on the
sequent calculus introduced in [4]. The question is a (rough) translation of Question 50
from the OAB Exam VII of 2012, in the area of Business Law. The subject is branding,
which is related to Law 9279.5 As shown in [2], this law can be defined as the intersections of the concepts from the articles, i.e. Law9279 = Art1 u Art2 u ... u Art244 . The same
happens to the articles with their respective paragraphs. The question is as follows:
Regarding brands, which option is the correct one?
A) Brand of high renown is a synonym of notoriously known brand.
B) The period of validity of the register of a brand is 5 years, renewable by equal and successive periods of time.
C:CORRECT) The assignment of brand registration request is allowed, if the transferee meets
the legal requirements.
D) The brand of product or service is the one utilized to identify products or services from
members of a set entity.

Option A is related to articles 125 and 126. Article 125 can be formalized as
(BrBrand u HiRe) v SpProtec (brands registered in Brazil considered of high renown
will be assured special protection), but there is more: since this is the only mention
in the law to a brand being of high renown (there is no other explicit definition nor
usage of the term), one can deduce that only Brazilian brands can be of high renown
(HiRe v BrBrand). Article 126 can be formalized as NoKn v (BrBrand t ¬BrBrand)
5 Original
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(a brand can be considered notoriously known having been registered in Brazil or not),
respectively. Our intent is to show that these concepts are, in fact, not synonyms.
We want to show that a brand can be notoriously known and not of high renown
(which constitutes a counterexample to option A). A simple counter-model involves having HiRe = ∅ and NoKn = BrBrand 6= ∅, in which the only notoriously known brands
are all the Brazilian ones and in which there are no brands of high renown.
We will skip option B since it deals with non legal terms (in this case, that the registration of a brand in the law is valid for 10 years and the option states that it is 5 years,
and we would need a way to differ 5 from 10), which will be formalized in a different
manner, and gives us an interesting topic for later work.
Option C is related to article 134, and it is the correct option. The article states
that the request for registration and registration itself can be granted, as long as the
transferee meets the legal requirements for such registration, and can be formalized as
LegalRequire v RegisRequirement and LegalRequire v Registration. Option C can be
formalized as LegalRequire v RegisRequirement, which is one of the formalizations already made from Article 134. Since it is the correct option, it would be impossible for
a counter-model to be created. We then construct the following deduction tree, which is
constituted by a simple tautology, since the option is just one of the formulas from the
law:
LegalRequire v RegisRequirement

Tautology

Alternatively, we could formalize what is stated in article 134 as LegalRequire v
(RegisRequirement u Registration), which would be equivalent. The deduction tree for
this formalization is as follows (t being a VLS representing a transferee):
[t : LegalRequire]1 LegalRequire v (RegisRequirement u Registration)
t : (RegisRequirement u Registration)
t : RegisRequirement
1
t : (LegalRequire v RegisRequirement)

Option D is related to the first paragraph of article 123, which states that brand
of product or service is the one that distinguishes a product or service from another
identical one, from a different origin. It can be formalized as having p1 : (B u P) and
p2 : (B0 u P) implying in p1 6 p2 , B and B0 being brands (or, more accurately, the concept representing VLSs for brands B and B0 , respectively), p1 and p2 , products, and P a
general concept representing any property of a product.
The question can be formalized as having p1 : (B u ¬P) and p2 : (B u P) implying in
p1 6 p2 . Notice how it does not utilize B0 , since it deals only with the same entity.
The generation of the proof for this question is trickier, and the deduction tree would
be a bit larger than the space we can utilize here, thus making us having to build up a
counter-model. The key part here is to show that, with our premises, it would be impossible to differ one product of a brand from another product from another brand, even if they
both have the same defining properties. It would suffice for us to show that a world p1 in
which we have B and ¬P would precede a world p2 in which we would have p2 |= B and
p2 |= P coexisting, making it explicit in the model that the law cannot discern between
the products, since one precedes the other.
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p2 |= B, P

p1 |= B, ¬P

4.2. Second Example: Deise
For this question, we attempted a more procedural way of interpreting and formalizing
the question and the law. When formalizing the law, we always deal only with concepts in
a more general way (i. e. without individuals), since the legal text is, by nature, generic.
This was the same as before. But now, for the questions and answers we look for the
syntactic chunks, and each of those will lead to a formula of the form sub ject : Ob ject
(with sub ject being a legal individual over a legal fact usually representing the syntactic
subject of a sentence, and Ob ject being the concept of the VLSs regarding the object
of the sentence). With that in hands, our focus will be to find the relevant chunks, and
utilizing them to create counter examples (via the generation of meets of individuals) in
order to find the correct answers to the questions. For the sake of this example, we will
consider only the already relevant syntactic chunks.
This question is a (rough) translation of Question 6 from the OAB Exam XVII of
2015, in the area of Ethics. The subject is related to Law 8906.6 As before, this law can
be defined as the intersections of the concepts from the articles, i.e. Law8906 = Art1 u
Art2 u .... The same happens to the articles with their respective paragraphs. The question
is as follows (main syntactic chunks after a potential text processing step are underlined):
Deise is an Attorney and [she] was elected State Representative. Due to her skills, she was
then elected to be part of the Directory of the Legislative Assembly of her state. She willed to
conciliate this work with her law practice. According to the Legal Profession Bylaws:
A) Deise’s parliamentary activity is incompatible with the [her] practice of the law.
B : CORRECT) Her participation in the Directory is incompatible with the [her] practice of
the law.
C) [her] Being part of the Directory of the Legislative Assembly is compatible with the [her]
practice of the law.
D) Deise’s parliamentary activity at the Directory can be compatible with the [her] practice
of the law on behalf of those in need.

All the options are contemplated by Article 28. The law states that The practice
of law is incompatible with the following activities: I - head of the Executive Power
and members of the board of Legislative Power and their legal substitutes..., and can be
formalized as Attorney v ¬Directory and Directory v ¬Attorney,7 meaning that those
individuals for which Attorney is valid cannot precede individuals for which Directory
is valid, and vice-versa.
We can formalize the question preamble of the question as dq : Attorney, dq :
Parliamentarian, and dq : Directory, dq representing our (partial) legal knowledge about
Deise.

6 Original

text in http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil 03/Leis/L8906.htm.
concept Directory is valid in all VLSs about members of directories of legislative assemblies and the
concept Attorney is valid in all VLSs about attorneys.
7 The
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Option A can be formalized as da : ¬Attorney and da : Parliamentarian. This leads
to a meet d of dq and da which has Parliamentarian as a valid concept. For the sake of
readability, in the shown models the concepts will be reduced to their initials.
dq |= A, D, P

da |= P, ¬A




d |= P

Since d precedes a world which has Attorney as a valid concept, we can conclude
that it is possible to be a parliamentarian and an attorney, thus making option A false.
Option B is the correct answer to the question, and is the only one which cannot
produce a counter model. It can be formalized as db : Directory and db : ¬Attorney (alternatively, the negation can be on Directory and the reasoning will be the same). A meet
between db and dq would have Directory as a valid concept, preceding the valid Attorney
in dq , clearly contradicting what is stated in Law 8906.
dq |= A, D, P

db |= D, ¬A
6



d |= D

Option C can be formalized as dc : Directory and dc : Attorney. It is a direct negation
of option B, and one can verify that is is false by a simple deduction tree (notice that all
our assumptions are part of either the law, the question, or option C itself):
dc : D D v ¬A
dc : ¬A
[dc : A]1
dc : ⊥
1
¬ (dc : A)

Since one option was the direct negation of the other, there is no need to generate a
counter model for the second one, since it is clear that it is not the right answer. Also, it
is clear that in cases such as this one, once two options can be viewed as stating clearly
opposite statements, the right answer has to be one of them. This is an indicator for us to
first formalize all options at once and then deal with them individually, instead of trying
to reason before formalizing everything.
Option D can be formalized as the following sentences: dd : Directory, dd : Attorney
and dd : AttorneyForInNeed, with the additional AttorneyForInNeed v Attorney, stating
that what holds for an attorney helping those in need also holds for an attorney in general.
The justification is basically the same as the one for Option C, with additional deduction
rules (and AttorneyForInNeed shortened to AFIN):
[dd : AFIN]1 AFIN v A
dd : A
dd : ⊥
1
¬ (dd : AFIN)

dd : D D v ¬A
dd : ¬A
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4.3. Third Example: Luana, Leonardo, and Bruno
This question (2016 OAB exam, 19th edition, question 4) was already shown as an example in [2], and similarly to the case of Deise, it revolves around activities which are
incompatible with the practice of the law. In fact, this question can be solved simply
by utilizing article 28 from Law 8906. This question, however, has a much simpler formalization, even though it may seem the other way around, due to the wording (i. e.
the noun phrases are longer, hiding the actually useful information). Finding the answer
to the question is, too, much simpler, since options A, B, and D are analogous (and the
way to answer them is identical to the deduction tree shown in option C of the previous
example). The question is at follows:
Three friends graduated in a Law School in the same class: Luana, Leonardo, and Bruno.
Luana, 35 years old, was already a manager in a bank when she graduated. Leonardo, 30
years, is mayor of the municipality of Pontal. Bruno, 28 years old, is a military policeman in
the same municipality. The three want to practice law in the private sector. Considering the
incompatibilities and impediments to practice, please select the correct answer.
A) Luana is not prohibited from practicing law because she is an employee of a private institution, so there are no impediments or incompatibilities.
B) Bruno, like all other civil servants, is only prohibited from practicing the law against the
government agency that remunerates him.
C : CORRECT) The three graduates, Luana, Leonardo, and Bruno, have functions incompatible with legal practice. They are therefore prohibited from exercising private practice.
D) Leonardo is banned from practicing law only against or in favor of legal entities from
the public sector, public companies, mixed-capital companies, public foundations, parastatal
entities or concessionaire corporations or public service licensees.

Alongside I - head of the Executive and members of the Bureau of the Legislative
Branch and their legal substitutes from article 28, we need V - occupants of positions or
functions linked directly or indirectly the police activity of any nature and VIII - occupiers
of management positions in financial institutions, including private ones as well, in order
to answer this question fully.
The formalization, as previously stated, is extremely similar to the option C of the
second example, and leads us to the only correct option (by elimination, although we
could have made a deduction tree for it): C.
From this comparison between the two examples arise two useful points: first, to
reutilize what is formalized in the law for different questions of the exam, and second, to
look for similar kinds of linguistic structures in the texts of questions. Both points help
to standardize and categorize the types of answers can be given, and guide to a possible
future implementation of a reasoner for Brazilian laws.
The first point aids in not having the necessity of formalizing every law related to
a question at hand, and hints to a more constructive approach to the formalized laws,
effectively building an ontology as questions are answered.
The second point aims at extracting actually useful information from the questions
in order to answer them, effectively making it possible to categorize the kinds of answers
that can be given, and what kind of information can be missing in the questions for their
options to be correct or incorrect.
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5. Conclusion
In this article we started by explaining the basic structure of the OAB Exam, in order
to familiarize the reader with the later sections. Then, we highlighted the more practical
applicability of the Intuitionistic Description Logic iALC, as well as shown our initial
successful attempts at utilizing it to formalize multiple choice questions of the OAB
Exam. The formalization and deduction techniques are being refined, and we intend to
make them as general and algorithmic as possible, for, in the future, start planning for an
automatic reasoner for iALC (which currently has no specific reasoning tools available
for use) in order to utilize on the Exam. As our methodology for formalization starts to
take shape, we will evaluate which existing tools for DLs in general may be used as a
framework or base for our reasoner.
The reasoner will be only part of a greater project, though. As the reader may have
noticed, we make a lot of assumptions about the TBox and assume that the NLP part is
already successfully done. Our current concerns involve creating each of these parts in a
coherent way in order to make them as cohesive as possible with one another.
Finally, we would like to state our awareness of the possible size of this project, but
we are confident that as time goes by and our expertise of the subject evolves, our efforts
will bear good fruits in the near future, maybe even paving the way for a related approach
not involving necessarily legal texts.
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